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What is MySQL?

￭ Most popular and widely used OPEN SOURCE database 
solution

￭ Relational Database management System (RDBMS)

￭ Like DB2, but not really (we’ll talk some more about 
this)

￭ Command line interface, no native GUI

￭ Many GUI alternatives
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How does it work?

￭ Essentially flat files in the IFS

￭ Has two major parts

▶UI Layer

▶Storage Engines

● MyISAM

● INNODB

● IBMDB2



History
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In the beginning, there was MySQL

￭ Founded in 1994 by

▶David Axmark

▶Allan Larson 

▶Michael “Monty” Widenius

￭ Named after Monty’s daughter My (pronounced 
“Mee”)

￭ Monty now working on MariaDB, so let’s shift the 
focus…
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Ownership

￭ MySQL

▶Remember MySQL is open source: Anyone can compile the 
source code and use the binaries as long as they follow the 
ruels of the license.

▶ Jan 2008 – Sun purchased MySQL for $1B

▶ Jan 2010 – Oracle completes acquisition of Sun for $7.4B

▶FUD ensues…

▶Today, MySQL continues to live on, but Maria is waitingin the 
wings should MySQL fall away

￭ Maria

▶Monty created a foundation so no one will ever “own” Maria
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What about on IBM i?  Zend DBI == MariaDB

￭ A few years ago, Oracle dropped support for MySQL on Power and 
discontinued compiling the binaries.

￭ Old binaries are on the Oracle archive site.

￭ IBM began looking for a new suitor

￭ Zend stepped up & took over binary distribution for MySQL for Ibm I and the 
new product is called ZendDBi

￭ Same wonderful MySQL, just compiled for IBM i

￭ Supported on IBM i 7.1 and higher

￭ Available at no charge at http://www.zend.com/solutions/modernize-ibm-i/ibm-i-product/dbi

￭ What is currently available?

▶ MySQL 5.1

▶ Maria 10.1 with MySQL 5.7 compatibility 

http://www.zend.com/en/solutions/modernize-ibm-i/ibm-i-product/dbi
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Why Maria?

￭ Primarily the license

￭ Performance benefits

￭ More storage engines

￭ Ton of optimizer enhancements

￭ Extensions and new features

▶KILL feature for runaway queries

▶Faster join and subquery

▶SHOW EXPLAIN

▶Extended user statistics
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Maria Performance

￭ https://mariadb.org/update-on-performance-
measurement-on-mariadb-10-1-and-mysql-5-7-4-labs-
tplc/

https://mariadb.org/update-on-performance-measurement-on-mariadb-10-1-and-mysql-5-7-4-labs-tplc/
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Turbo LAMP Whitepaper

￭ https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/gr
oups/community/turbolamp

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/community/groups/community/turbolamp
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Sofitzy Performance

￭ Cache is KING!

https://www.softizy.com/blog/mariadb-10-1-mysql-5-7-performances-ibm-power-8/
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Who is using Maria?

￭ http://www.zdnet.com/article/google-quietly-dumps-oracle-mysql-for-mariadb/

￭ http://www.infoworld.com/article/2614268/open-source-software/wikipedia-dumps-mysql--
hooks-up-with-mariadb.html

http://www.zdnet.com/article/google-quietly-dumps-oracle-mysql-for-mariadb/
http://www.infoworld.com/article/2614268/open-source-software/wikipedia-dumps-mysql--hooks-up-with-mariadb.html


Installation
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Download and unzip

￭ Move zdbisavf10 to local directory

￭ I use FileZilla…

￭ Instruction in the quick_reference.txt 
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Create the save file

￭ Copy text from instructions:

▶CRTSAVF FILE(QGPL/ZDBISAVF10) TEXT('ZendDBi 10 product 
save file')
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After FTP…

￭ Check the SAVF:  DSPSAVF FILE(QGPL/ZDBISAVF10)  
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Start the install

￭ RSTLICPGM LICPGM(1ZENDDB) DEV(*SAVF) 
SAVF(QGPL/ZDBISAVF10) 
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License
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Menu access 

￭ STRZDBI or GO ZMARIADB/ZCMYSQL
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Job in Subsystem



Access – Command Line
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Monitor

￭ Maria, like MySQL, has no native GUI interface

￭ Command line accessible form 

▶SSH

▶QSHELL

▶QP2TERM

￭ Natural method for access, fully documented at Maria 
site

￭ Many books on subject (apply here, as well)
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Using the native 5250

￭ CALL QP2TERM or QSH

￭ cd /usr/local/maraiadb/bin

￭ To start the monitor: mysql –u root



MySQL to DB2 Terminology

Database
Library

Table Physical File / 
Table

Index Logical File / 
Index

Monitor
STRSQL
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Can issue MySQL commands

￭ Show Databases

￭ Then switch to a default DB 
kind of like CHGCURLIB

▶Selects the DB you will use 
for session

▶Don’t forget semicolon
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Show tables

￭ This command list tables in the database selected by 
the “use” statement.
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Show some data

￭ Any MySQL compatible SQL statement can be 
processed here
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End monitor

￭ This works really well, but is a little clunky.

￭ Let’s get out of here and on to something a little more 
GUI
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Maria Options

￭ Maria can install on clean LPAR and listen on port 3306

▶Install LP and go

￭ Maria can install side by side with older version of 
MySQL

▶Installer will as you for another port (3307)

▶Export data from MySQL, import into Maria, test, go
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Details on  deleting MySQL

￭ Steps for a clean removal

▶ENDSBS ZMYSQL OPTION(*IMMED)

▶DLTLIB ZMYSQL

▶ CALL QP2TERM

▶rm –f /usr/local/mysql

▶rm –r –f /usr/local/mysql-5.1.50-i5os-power-64bit

▶rm –r –f /user/local/mysqldata

▶rm-f /etc/my.cnf

▶rm –f /tmp/mysql.sock



Access - GUI
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Many GUI solutions, here’s a couple

￭ PHP Based

▶Adminer

● Single script

● Lightweight, powerful, easy to use

▶phpMyAdmin

● Widely used and supported by community

● Installable with Zend Server
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Adminer – http://www.adminer.org/

￭ Open source and lightweight

￭ All code in a single script

http://www.adminer.org/
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phpMyAdmin

￭ Open Source PHP Project

￭ Provides nearly every access to MySQL, including command line

￭ Can be deployed from Zend Server admin GUI

￭ Documentation at https://docs.phpmyadmin.net/en/latest/

https://docs.phpmyadmin.net/en/latest/
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phpMyAdmin – Password management

￭ Log in with “root” profile (no password, initially)

￭ Create your profile

￭ Test your profile

￭ Change “root” password IMEDIATELY is not sooner

￭ Similar to QSECOFR
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The dashboard…then on to users
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Users

￭ Click “Add user”

￭ Fill out details and go
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Lok at database and tables

￭ Left hand navigation

￭ Right hand work space

￭ FULL CRUD capabilities (DBU for Maria)



Data Migration
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Export data using phpMyAdmin

￭ Navigate to the database/table and click export
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Exported tables look like SQL

￭ Process uses SQL as the meta language

￭ No savobj/rstobj
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Now import into Maria
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Was it OK?



IBM DB2 Storage Engine
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Why use MySQL to store data in DB2?

￭ Many PHP applications in the open source arena

￭ Can be easily installed

￭ Modifying apps to access DB2 can be cumbersome

￭ ZendDBi includes the Db2 Storage Engine
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Architecture
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How to install

￭ From the MySQL Monitor in QP2TERM or QSH
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IBM DB2 Storage Engine:phpMyAdmin

￭ Create table, set number of fields

￭ Select storage engine (drop down)
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From SQL statement

￭ Command line or scripted

￭ Use the parameter option “engine = IBMDB2I
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Add records to the table
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Switch over to emulator and look

￭ Library “TEST” was created

￭ Table “EXAMPLEDB2” was created

￭ Records populated
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Records, please?

￭ STRSQL

￭ Select * from test/exampledb2



Wrap it up
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Reminders

￭ ZendDBi == MySQL == Maria

￭ Command line or GUI

￭ root profile

▶Should have a password

▶Rarely used

￭ DB2 Storage Engine available with ZendDBi

▶Data is actually stored in DB2, not replicated

￭ Base for thousands of open source applications 
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IBM Redbook and Redpiece

Discovering MySQL   Using the DB2 Storage Engine



Q&A
www.zend.com

mike.p@zend.com

Please fill out your Session 
Evaluation!

http://www.zend.com/
mailto:mike.p@zend.com

